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Co-Design in  
the Learning Sciences



New Objects in Co-Design



Engeström (2011)
“No terrain of activity, no matter how stable 
and resistant, is free of inner contradictions…
When an activity system adopts a new element 
from the outside (e.g., a new technology or a 
new object), it often leads to an aggravated 
secondary contradiction where some old 
element (e.g., the rules or the division of labor) 
collides with the new one.” (p. 609)

Engeström, Y. (2011). From design experiments to formative 
interventions. Theory & Psychology, 21(5), 598-628.  



Context:  
A Research-Practice Partnership



Historically Accumulating 
Tensions

Research-practice divide
“Two communities” (Caplan, 1979) metaphor still 
reflective of the relation of educational research 
and practice 
District-teacher divide
Teacher voice limited in district-level decision 
making related to curriculum and instruction 
Principals make key decisions regarding teachers’ 
time in district-sponsored activities. 



Task as Boundary Object



Task Rating as Boundary Practice



Emergence of New Boundaries
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New focal object: Designing task 
implementation supports



Key Insights from CHAT Analysis

•  Analysis of boundaries help us keep tensions 
and difference focal within partnership.

•  Collecting and analyzing data on the co-design 
process has helped us learn from failure:
–  In a way that subjects our own goals and position to 

critical analysis.

–  In a way that allows us explore the conditions  for a 
phenomenon (its constitution) diagnose inequity in 
the design process (cf. Packer, 2010).



Open Questions
Our theories “must do real design work in 
generating, selecting and validating design 
alternatives at the level at which they are 
consequential for learning” (diSessa & Cobb, 
2004, p. 77).
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Some possible alternatives: 
•  In who leads design

•  Different ways of organizing co-design
	  


